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Optical Aberrations Correction in Postprocessing Using
Imaging Simulation

SHIQI CHEN, HUAJUN FENG, DEXIN PAN, ZHIHAI XU, QI LI, and YUETING CHEN,
Zhejiang University, China

Fig. 1. We present a practical method for optical aberrations correction. We calculate the spatially variant PSFs (shown on the left in 10× resampling)

of a specific lens by the proposed optical PSF model (Section 4). The PSFs are used for imaging simulation to generate training data for the proposed

postprocessing chain (Section 5). Our approach significantly improves image quality (shown on the right) and is convenient for deploying to new devices.

As the popularity of mobile photography continues to grow, considerable

effort is being invested in the reconstruction of degraded images. Due to the

spatial variation in optical aberrations, which cannot be avoided during the

lens design process, recent commercial cameras have shifted some of these

correction tasks from optical design to postprocessing systems. However,

without engaging with the optical parameters, these systems only achieve

limited correction for aberrations.

In this work, we propose a practical method for recovering the degra-

dation caused by optical aberrations. Specifically, we establish an imaging

simulation system based on our proposed optical point spread function

model. Given the optical parameters of the camera, it generates the imag-

ing results of these specific devices. To perform the restoration, we design

a spatial-adaptive network model on synthetic data pairs generated by the

imaging simulation system, eliminating the overhead of capturing training

data by a large amount of shooting and registration.

Moreover, we comprehensively evaluate the proposed method in sim-

ulations and experimentally with a customized digital-single-lens-reflex

camera lens and HUAWEI HONOR 20, respectively. The experiments
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demonstrate that our solution successfully removes spatially variant blur

and color dispersion. When compared with the state-of-the-art deblur

methods, the proposed approach achieves better results with a lower

computational overhead. Moreover, the reconstruction technique does

not introduce artificial texture and is convenient to transfer to cur-

rent commercial cameras. Project Page: https://github.com/TanGeeGo/

ImagingSimulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As an extension of human vision, modern digital imaging tech-

niques have greatly enriched our methods of interacting with the

world. Coupled with complex optical systems, powerful digital

sensors, and heavy image signal processing (ISP) algorithms,

today’s digital cameras can handle many extreme shooting scenar-

ios, such as low-light [Chen et al. 2018], long-distance [Zhang et al.

2019], and high-dynamic-range scenarios [Hasinoff et al. 2016; Yan

et al. 2019]. However, as sophisticated as today’s digital imaging

systems are, it is difficult to totally avoid the degradation caused

by optical aberration. To alleviate the aberrations while satisfying

the constraints of spacing, mobile imaging devices (smartphones,
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Fig. 2. Typical optical aberration degradation appearing on photos. From a

to c: blurring(Canon EOS 80D + EF 50mm f /1.8 STM), chromatism (Canon

EOS 80D + EF 50 mm f /1.2 L USM), and “ringing effect” (HUAWEI HONOR

20). We mark typical degradation with red indicators so that readers can

spot them quickly.

digital-single-lens-reflex (DSLR) cameras, etc.) adopt many dif-

ferent approaches. For example, the professional large aperture

lens replaces ordinary glass with fluorite, and the optical stack of

HUAWEI HONOR 20 has more than eight extended aspherical ele-

ments, whose aspheric coefficients are up to order 16 [Zhenggang

2016].

In addition to the optical lens module, ISP algorithms also make

a large difference in optical aberration correction. However, as

shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b), the blur and chromatic disper-

sion vary greatly when the optical system changes. Moreover, the

current classical ISP systems still cannot handle these issues com-

pletely, therefore introducing the “ringing effect” (see Figure 2(c)).

These defects are very common in high-contrast photos from many

recent flagship devices.

Over the past decade, methods based on the deep learning model

have been evolving rapidly and have the potential to replace con-

ventional ISP systems [Ignatov et al. 2020]. The classical postpro-

cessing system is a step-by-step process. The optical aberrations

of lens and the error of noise diagnosis will accumulate and be am-

plified in the subsequent white balance (WB), color correction

matrix (CCM), gamma operations, and so on [Heide et al. 2014].

Nevertheless, end-to-end deep learning methods do not suffer from

this problem [Abdelhamed et al. 2018]. Although deep learning net-

works allow us to restore latent images from degraded images, the

learned models always achieve unsatisfactory results when eval-

uating real data [Cai et al. 2020]. Therefore, generating targeted

datasets that follow the distribution of real scenes is the principal

part of the deep learning method [Ji et al. 2020]. In recent years,

many scholars have gained insight into this field. Their proposed

approaches are characterized by a considerable amount of shoot-

ing and alignment [Ignatov et al. 2017]. However, a large quan-

tity of training data is required to prevent overfitting, which con-

versely exacerbates the workload [Peng et al. 2019]. Furthermore,

because each imaging system exhibits entirely different character-

istics, adapting a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based

algorithm to a new camera may require capturing many new data

pairs [Ignatov and Timofte 2019]. Therefore, it is imperative to de-

sign a brand new method for dataset generation that combines op-

tical parameters and is easy to transfer to other cameras.

In this work, we propose a practical method for recovering the

degradation caused by optical aberrations. To achieve this, we es-

tablish an imaging simulation system based on raytracing and co-

herent superposition [Paul 2014]. Given the lens data and param-

eters of the sensor, it works out the imaging result of a definite

object at a fixed distance. With datasets established by the imag-

ing simulation system, we design a postprocessing chain, which

combines field-of-view (FOV) information and optical parame-

ters to perform adaptive restoration on the degraded data [Heide

et al. 2014]. The proposed method outperforms many state-of-the-

art deblurring methods on synthetic data pairs, as does the eval-

uation. When evaluated on real images, our proposed technique

achieves better visual results (see in Figure 1) and requires lower

computational overhead. Moreover, our approach is convenient for

transferring to other commercial lenses, and there are no limita-

tions on the optical design.

Our main technical contributions are as follows:

• An optical point spread function model is proposed for accu-

rate Point Spread Function (PSF) calculation in a simula-

tion manner.

• Based on the ISP algorithms, an imaging simulation system

is established. Given the camera’s optical parameters, it gen-

erates targeted data pairs following the distribution of lens

optical aberrations.

• A novel spatial-adaptive CNN architecture is proposed, which

introduces FOV input, deformable ResBlock, and context

block to adapt to spatially variant degradation.

This article proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we review the re-

lated works. In Section 3, we present an overview of our meth-

ods. In Section 4, we detail the proposed optical PSF model and the

composition of the imaging simulation system. In Section 5 and

Section 6, we present a brand new postprocessing pipeline. In Sec-

tion 7, we compare our approach’s improved performance with the

state-of-the-art methods and perform an ablation study on each

aspect of our approach. In Section 8, we assess the proposed ap-

proach and demonstrate its potential applications.

2 RELATED WORK

Optical Aberration. According to Fermat’s principle, rays of light

traverse the path of stationary optical path length with respect

to variations in the path [Westphal et al. 2002]. Therefore, when

the incident angle of rays changes, so does the optical length

[Smith 2005]. Generally, the distinction of optical length manifests

as weird blur and pixel displacement, which becomes more severe

with increasing numerical aperture and FOV [Smith 2008]. While

limited by the requirements of physical space, optical parameters,

and machining tolerance, it is difficult for classical lens design to

suppress optical aberrations [Sliusarev 1984].

Point Spread Function Model. A large body of work in this field

has proposed calibrating and measuring PSFs from a single image

[Ahi 2017; Hirsch and Scholkopf 2015; Jemec et al. 2017; Shih et al.

2012]. These methods often estimate optical blur functions or chro-

matic aberrations either blindly or through a calibration process.

Moreover, recent works propose developing a machine learning

framework to estimate the underlying physical PSF model from the

given camera lens [Herbel et al. 2018]. However, these approaches

have several limitations in operation, such as the noise level and

the field interval of calibration or estimation [Heide et al. 2013].

The closest related works to us are those approaches that com-

pute PSFs with lens prescriptions [Shih et al. 2012]. Given the focal
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length, aperture, focusing distance, and white balance information,

these methods simulate the image plane PSFs of each virtual object

point.

Unfortunately, the PSFs calculated by their method are different

from the measured PSFs (after ISP). The reasons for mismatching

are summarized as manufacturing tolerances and fabrication er-

rors during lens production [Shih et al. 2012]. However, we hold

different views from them. We believe that the PSFs calculated

by lens prescription represent the diffusion of energy, which are

essentially different from the measured PSFs after ISP [Paulin-

Henriksson et al. 2008]. And the complex amplitude of each ray

must be considered while calculating the PSFs. Therefore, coherent

superposition must be conducted after raytracing. To make a com-

prehensive comparison to prove the accuracy of the computed en-

ergy PSFs, we apply the calculated PSFs to the checkerboard chart

in the energy domain and then transform the degraded image to

a visualized image. The similarity of the real images and the syn-

thetic results illustrates that it is a practical method for simulating

PSFs with the advantages of lens prescriptions if the process of

imaging is properly modeled.

Image Reconstruction. The optical aberration correction of a

real image can be regarded as a problem of image reconstruction,

where the goals are to increase sharpness and restore detailed fea-

tures of images. Traditional deconvolution methods [Heide et al.

2013; Pan et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2017] use various natural image pri-

ors for iterative and mutual optimization, which unfortunately are

not robust and have poor computational efficiency when handling

large spatially variant blur kernels. The point spread functions of

large FOV lenses vary from 11 to 53 pixels, which presents a great

challenge to existing deconvolution methods, necessitating a cus-

tom image reconstruction approach. In recent years, a large num-

ber of efficient solutions have been proposed to use deep learning

models for image processing tasks [Agustsson and Timofte 2017;

Nah et al. 2017; Schuler et al. 2015; Vedaldi and Fulkerson 2010],

starting from the simplest CNN approaches [Dong et al. 2015; Kim

et al. 2016; Shi et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2015] to deep residual and at-

tention models [Ratnasingam 2019; Wang et al. 2019; Zhang et al.

2019] and complex generative adversarial networks (GANs)

[Ignatov et al. 2020; Ledig et al. 2017; Sajjadi et al. 2017; Wang

et al. 2018]. More recently, Peng et al. [2019] proposed a learned

generative reconstruction model, a single deep Fresnel lens design

tailored to this model, obtaining pleasant results.

All of these approaches have in common that they require ei-

ther accurate PSF estimation [Heide et al. 2013] or large train-

ing data that have been manually acquired [Ignatov et al. 2020].

Moreover, when the lens design changes, painful acquisition is still

needed to obtain targeted image pairs, which include shooting, reg-

istration, and color correction [Peng et al. 2019]. In contrast, our

proposed imaging simulation system generates a large number of

training corpora with encoded optical information. Moreover, our

approach is practical and easy to transfer to other lens designs. Our

network model combines the optical parameters and FOV informa-

tion, allowing us to efficiently address the large scene-dependent

blur and color shift of commercial lens design.

Mobile Image Signal Processing. There exist many classical ap-

proaches for various image signal processing subtasks, such as

image demosaicing [Dubois 2006; Hirakawa and Parks 2005; Li

et al. 2008], denoising [Buades et al. 2005; Chang et al. 2020; Con-

dat 2010; Foi et al. 2008], white balancing [Gijsenij et al. 2011;

Schwartzburg et al. 2014; Van De Weijer et al. 2007], and color

correction [Kwok et al. 2013]. Only a few works have explored

the applicability of combining optical parameters with imaging

signal processing systems. Recently, some deep learning methods

were proposed to map low-quality smartphone RGB/RAW photos

to superior-quality images obtained with a high-end reflex camera

[Ignatov et al. 2017]. The collected datasets were later used in many

subsequent works [Ignatov et al. 2018, 2020; Mei et al. 2019], which

achieved significantly improved results. Additionally, in Agustsson

and Timofte [2017] and Ignatov and Timofte [2019], the authors

examined the possibility of running image enhancement models

directly on smartphones and proposed several efficient solutions

for this task.

It is worth mentioning that all these datasets’ construction meth-

ods require a considerable amount of shooting and registration.

Moreover, owing to the different perspectives of data pairs, the re-

sulting image enhancement model will introduce a small displace-

ment to the input data, which is different from lens distortion cor-

rection. Additionally, these methods map the degradation images

shot by a poor imaging system to the photos shot by a better imag-

ing system; in other words, the upper bound of recovery depends

on the quality of the ground truth. In contrast, the quality of the

ground truth is also important but not critical to our method, be-

cause we encode the optical aberration degradation in the PSFs

instead of the image pairs. And our approach generates data in a

simulation manner, which liberates us from many duplicate acqui-

sitions.

3 OVERVIEW

The goal of our work is to propose a practical method for recover-

ing the degradation caused by optical aberrations. To achieve this,

we engage optical parameters with a brand new postprocessing

chain (as shown in Figure 3(b)). The two core ideas behind the pro-

posed method are as follows: First, to eliminate the blurring, dis-

placement, and chromatic aberrations caused by lens design, we

design a spatially adaptive network architecture and insert it into

the postprocessing chain. Second, for the sake of portability, we de-

sign an imaging simulation system for dataset generation, which

simulates the imaging results of a specific camera and generates a

large training corpus for deep learning methods.

Therefore, we rely on the proposed optical PSF model to estab-

lish the imaging simulation system. Different from the traditional

raytracing or fast Fourier transform (FFT) methods to calculate

PSF, we regard each ray as a secondary light source. The complex

amplitude of each ray is superposed on the image plane; therefore,

the PSF is the intensity of complex amplitude after superposition.

In this way, the proposed method determines the degenerative con-

sequences of object points. Figure 8 shows the spatially variant

point spread functions of the customized DSLR camera lens and

HUAWEI HONOR 20, which are computed following our optical

PSF model. After calculating the PSFs of the lens, we establish an

imaging simulation system based on the ISP pipeline of the digital

camera. The simulation pipeline is detailed in Figure 5. To the best

of our knowledge, we are the first to generate datasets of optical
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Fig. 3. Overview. The image formation model and the postprocessing chain are sketched in (a). In the image formation process, the camera lens encodes

spectrally and field-of-view dependent PSFs in the resulting raw Bayer image. In the postprocessing chain, the optical parameters of the lens are applied

to decode the spatially variant blurring and chromatic aberrations. The proposed postprocessing chain is detailed in (b). It jointly combines synthetic data

acquisition, spatial-adaptive network architecture and optical parameters to recover latent images.

aberrations in a simulation manner, which do not need a great deal

of shooting, registration, and color correction. We emphasize that

our simulation method is easy to transfer to other lenses and has

no limitations on optical designs.

Because of the spatially variant characteristics of optical aber-

rations, we design a brand new spatial-adaptive network architec-

ture that takes the degraded image and FOV information as the

input to directly reconstruct the aberration-free image. Together

with the datasets generated by the imaging simulation system and

the newly proposed postprocessing chain (Figure 3(b)), we can ad-

dress the spectral and FOV-dependent blurring, color shift, and

sharpness loss caused by lens aberrations.

4 IMAGING SIMULATION SYSTEM

In this section, we start by introducing the proposed optical PSF

model, which consists of raytracing and coherent superposition.

Second, we illustrate the relative illumination distribution and sen-

sor spectral response calculation, which are used to connect the

separate PSFs of different wavelengths to the accurate energy PSFs.

Third, based on the ISP systems of modern digital cameras, we de-

sign an imaging simulation pipeline (Figure 5), which is applied to

the input images, and generate the results degraded by PSFs de-

pending on the spectral distribution and FOV information.

4.1 Optical PSF Model

For photographic objective systems with large FOVs and aper-

tures, it is inaccurate to derive the PSF analytic solution by Gauss-

ian paraxial approximation [Born and Wolf 2013] or FFT [Manual

2009] (we recommend readers to supplementary materials for rele-

vant information). In other words, for various commercial optical

designs, sequential raytracing and coherent superposition are the

only universal methods to obtain precise point spread functions

on the imaging plane.

In the image formation process, every point of the object can be

regarded as a coherent light source S. For a particular light source

S, a grid of rays is launched through the optical system, which

forms the wavefront
∑

at the exit pupil. According to the Huy-

gens principle, every point on a wavefront is the source of spheri-

cal wavelets, and the secondary wavelets emanating from different

points mutually interfere [Baker and Copson 2003; Paul 2014]. In

other words, the diffraction intensity at any point on the image

plane is the complex sum of all these wavelets, squared. Therefore,

in our proposed optical PSF model, the PSF on the image grid is

computed in two stages, the first stage uses the sequential raytrac-

ing method to compute the wavefront distribution at the exit pupil

plane, and the second stage uses coherent superposition to output

the PSF calculation.

4.1.1 Raytracing. The skew ray emitted by a coherent

monochromatic light source S is a perfectly general ray, which

can be defined by the starting point O = (x0, y0, z0) of S, and by

its normalized direction vector D = (X , Y , Z ). We can express the

ray P = (x , y, z) in parametric form, where t is the ray marching

distance:

P = O + tD, t ≥ 0. (1)

After defining a general ray, raytracing can be divided into two

steps: The first step is to calculate the intersection point of light

and the surface. The surface equation generally used in optical de-

sign can be formulated as follows:

z = f (x ,y) =
cρ2

1 +
√

1 − c2ρ2︸������������︷︷������������︸
spher e par t

+A2ρ
2 +A4ρ

4 + · · · +Ajρ
j︸����������������������������︷︷����������������������������︸

def ormation terms

, (2)
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where z is the longitudinal coordinate of a point on the surface,

and ρ =
√
x2 + y2 is the distance from the point to z axis. c is

the curvature of the spherical part. The subsequent terms repre-

sent deformations to the spherical part, with A2, A4, and so on, as

the constant of the second, fourth, and so on, power deformation

terms.

We build the simultaneous equations of Equations (1) and (2)

for solving the ray marching distance from the starting point O

to the next ray-surface intersection point. However, their solu-

tion cannot be directly determined by the higher-order equations.

Therefore, our raytracing is accomplished by a series of approxi-

mations. In each approximation, we add a small increment to the

ray marching distance and compute P = (x , y, z) with Equation (1)

to obtain the coordinates of ray. Additionally, we substitute x and

y into Equation (2) to acquire the zr ef , which is the longitudinal

coordinate of the surface. The iteration is repeated until the dispar-

ity between z and zr ef is negligible. In this way, the intersection

of light and the surface is computed.

The second step is to calculate the refraction of light on the

medium surface. Following Snell’s law, the refracted angle θi can

be computed by:

sin2θt =

(
η1

η2

)2

(1 − cos2 < n,D >), (3)

Here, n is the normal unit vector of the surface equation, and

η1 and η2 are the refractive indexes on both sides of the surface.

cos < ·, · > is the operation of computing the cosine value of two

vectors. In this way, the refracted direction vector D’ can be calcu-

lated by

D’ =
η1

η2
D +

(
η1

η2
cos < n,D > −

√
1 − sin2θt

)
n, (4)

In the implementation, we perform sequential raytracing for every

sample position (x ′,y′) on the pupil plane. The direction vector

Dx ′y′ and the total optical path length lx ′y′ are recorded. We note

that every object point can be regarded as a coherent light source

S, so the diffusion of energy is the superposition result of the co-

herent wavelet (as demonstrated in Section. 4.1). In the following

section, we introduce the details of coherent superposition.

4.1.2 Coherent Superposition. After tracing a grid of rays

that is uniformly sampled on the pupil, we obtain the wavefront

distribution at the exit pupil plane. Figure 4 shows the wavefront

distribution
∑

of converging light at the virtual exit pupil plane.

We note that each ray of this wavefront distribution represents a

spherical wavelet with a particular amplitude and phase, so the

complex amplitude of Huygens’ wavelet in the pupil plane can be

represented by

E(lx ′y′ ) = a0
eik lx′y′

lx′y′
, (5)

where lx′y′ is the length of total optical path from (x0,y0, z0) to

(x ′,y′, z′), where x ′ and y′ are the spatial coordinates of the pupil

plane. a0 is the amplitude of the spherical wave at the unit distance

from the source. k = 2π/λ is the wave number of the light.

Fig. 4. Coherent superposition. Each position uniformly sampled on wave-

front distribution
∑

is a spherical wavelet, which coherently superposes on

the image plane. In other words, the spherical wavelets interfere with each

other when reaching the image plane. In the lower-right corner, we show

the different fields’ PSFs of customized DSLR camera lenses computed by

raytracing and coherent superposition.

The complex amplitude propagating to the image plane can be

formulated as follows:

E(lx′y′ , rx′′y′′ ,K) = a0
eik lx′y′

lx′y′

eikrx′′y′′

rx′′y′′
K(Dx′y′ , rx′′y′′ ,n), (6)

where the rx′′y′′ = (x ′′ −x ′,y′′ −y′, z′′ −z′), and K(Dx′y′ , rx′′y′′ ,n)
is the obliquity factor of the spherical wavelet, which is defined as

follows:

K(Dx′y′ , rx′′y′′ ,n) =
1

2
[cos < n, rx′′y′′ > −cos < n,Dx′y′ >], (7)

where n is the normal unit vector of the exit pupil plane and

cos < ·, · > is the operation of computing the cosine value of the

two vectors. The relationships of n, Dx′y′ , and rx′′y′′ are magnified

in Figure 4.

Therefore, the complex amplitude Ẽx ′′y′′ at the point (x ′′,y′′)
on the image surface is the complex sum of all the wavefront dis-

tributions propagated from the exit pupil plane, which can be for-

mulated as the following equation:

Ẽx ′′y′′ =
∑
y′

∑
x ′

E(lx′y′ , rx′′y′′ ,K(Dx′y′ , rx′′y′′ ,n)), (8)

The diffraction intensity Ix ′′y′′ can be expressed by:

Ix ′′y′′ = Ẽx ′′y′′ . ∗ Ẽ∗x ′′y′′ . (9)

Here the corresponding elements of the complex amplitude matrix

Ẽx ′′y′′ and Ẽ∗x ′′y′′ are multiplied. Ẽ∗x ′′y′′ is the complex conjugate

of Ẽx ′′y′′ , and Ix ′′y′′ is the resulting PSF matrix. Algorithm 1 out-

lines all the steps of the optical PSF calculation. To keep the article

reasonably concise, a brief description of the raytracing is provided

in Algorithm 1. We refer the readers to the work by Smith [2008]

for an in-depth discussion about raytracing. Moreover, computing

the optical PSF of the whole image plane is meaningless, because

the complex amplitudes of many sampled points are almost zero.

Therefore, as shown in Algorithm 1, we first trace the main ray

to acquire the imaging center (x ′′c ,y
′′
c , z
′′
c ) on the image plane and

then perform the optical PSF calculation within the sampling range

x ′′r × y′′r .

Altogether, we illustrate each step of the optical PSF model in

Section. 4.1.1 and Section. 4.1.2. Different from traditional raytrac-

ing or FFT [Heckbert 1995] to calculate PSF, we regard each light

arriving at the pupil plane as a secondary wavelet. Because they
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ALGORITHM 1: Optical PSF model

Input: coordinates of object point (x0,y0, z0), coordinates of

virtual exit pupil z′, coordinates of image plane z′′,
sample range on virtual exit pupil x ′r × y′r , sample

interval of virtual exit pupil τ ′, sample range on

image plane x ′′r × y′′r , sample interval of sampling

range at image plane τ ′′, normal unit vector of

virtual exit pupil n

Output: PSF matrix Ix ′′y′′

1 Generate an ceil (
x ′′

r

τ ′′ ) × ceil (
y′′

r

τ ′′ ) PSF matrix Ix ′′y′′ ;

2 Generate an ceil (
x ′′

r

τ ′′ ) × ceil (
y′′

r

τ ′′ ) complex amplitude matrix

Ẽx′′y′′ ;

3 Compute the intersection (x ′′c ,y
′′
c , z
′′) of the main ray and

the image plane by raytracing;

4 Initialize Ẽsum = 0 + 0i;

5 for x ′′ = x ′′c −
x ′′

r

2 to x ′′c +
x ′′

r

2 , step: τ ′′ do

6 for y′′ = y′′c −
y′′

r

2 to y′′c +
y′′

r

2 , step: τ ′′ do

7 for x ′ = − x ′
r

2 to
x ′

r

2 , step: τ ′ do

8 for y′ = −y′
r

2 to
y′

r

2 , step: τ ′ do

9 Compute optical path length lx ′y′ and

direction cosines Dx ′y′ by ray tracing from

point (x0,y0, z0) to point (x ′,y′, z′);
10 rx ′′y′′ = (x ′′ − x ′,y′′ − y′, z′′ − z′);
11 calculate K(Dx ′y′ , rx ′′y′′ ,n) using Equation (7);

12 calculate E(lx ′y′ , rx ′′y′′ ,K) using Equation (6);

13 Ẽsum+ = E(lx ′y′ , rx ′′y′′ ,K);

14 end

15 end

16 Ẽx ′′y′′ = Ẽsum ;

17 Ẽsum = 0 + 0i;

18 end

19 end

20 Ix ′′y′′ = Ẽx ′′y′′ . ∗ Ẽ∗
x ′′y′′ ;

21 return Ix ′′y′′ ;

are emitted by a coherent object point S, the wavelets will inter-

fere with each other when the wavefront propagates to the im-

age plane. Therefore, the PSF of a coherent object point S is the

diffraction result of the pupil plane, where the complex amplitude

of each sampled wavelet must be considered. In the lower-right

corner of Figure 4, we show the different FOVs’ energy PSFs com-

puted by our method. However, because of the ISP systems in

digital cameras, the computed optical PSF, which represents the

energy diffusion on the imaging plane, cannot be directly used

for imaging simulation. Therefore, in the following section, we il-

lustrate how to integrate optical PSF into the imaging simulation

system.

4.2 Wavelength Response and Relative Illumination

Each pixel in a conventional camera sensor is covered by a

single red, green, or blue color filter [Brooks et al. 2019]. These

color filters have different responses to light waves of different

wavelengths, which can be formulated as Cwav (λ). Moreover,

in the imaging formation process, the off-axis field will suffer a

loss of illumination, which is caused by lens shading and can be

formulated as Cill (fov, λ). Therefore, for a precise simulation, the

PSFs of different wavelengths and FOVs are multiplied by the

specific distribution of wavelength responses and lens shading

parameters. The influence of the wave response and relative

illumination can be easily modeled by a coefficient:

Ce ( f ov, λ) = Cil l ( f ov, λ) · Cwav (λ). (10)

Here f ov is the normalized FOV, and λ is the wavelength of object

point S.

4.3 Imaging Simulation Pipeline

Owing to the differences between the dynamic range of raw sen-

sor data and the sensitivity of the humans eye, imaging signal pro-

cessing systems are typically used to convert the raw sensor en-

ergy data to photographs [Hasinoff et al. 2016]. In our imaging

simulation pipeline, we transform the natural object image L to

the energy domain data Le with the energy domain transforma-

tion, which is shown in Figure 5. Specifically, for a general natu-

ral image, we first perform gamma decompression with the stan-

dard gamma curve, while fixing the input to the gamma curve with

ϵ = 10−8 to prevent numerical instability. We refer the readers to

the work by Brooks et al. [2019] for a more in-depth discussion of

gamma decompression. After gamma decomposition, we convert

the sRGB image to camera RGB data with the inverse of the fixed

3×3 CCM. The CCM is determined by the camera sensor. Then, the

WB of the image is inverted by dividing the white balance value at

random color temperature. The WB values of different color tem-

peratures are obtained by calibration. In this way, we obtain the

energy domain image Le .

Based on the optical PSFs Ix ′′y′′ calculated in Section. 4.1, we de-

grade the energy domain image Le with partitioned convolution.

Partitioned convolution can be divided into three parts: First, we

crop the image into uniform small pieces, then these pieces are

convoluted with the PSFs of the corresponding FOVs, and finally

the degraded pieces are spliced together. It is worth mentioning

that the optical PSF calculated in Algorithm 1 is the PSF of one

point (x0,y0, z0). To precisely simulate the imaging results, we uni-

formly sample the object plane and perform the PSF calculation in

Algorithm 1 on every sampled point. The overall PSF can be rep-

resented by I (h,w, λ). Here, h,w are the coordinates on the sensor

plane (corresponding to the sampled point on the object plane),

and λ is the wavelength of the light source. For a captured image

withn×m resolution, let Je , Le , Ne ∈ Rn×m be the observed energy

image, the underlying sharp image, and the measurement noise im-

age, respectively. The formation of the blurred observation Je can

then be formulated as

Je (h,w ) =

∫
Ce ( f ov, λ)·[I (h,w, λ)∗Le (h,w )]dλ+Ne (h,w ). (11)

Here, f ov can be calculated by (h,w ) and the full FOV of the lens.

It is important to note that Je ,Le are rawlike images that indicate

the energy received by the sensor.

After generating the blurred observation Je with Equation

(11), we invert the energy domain transformation by sequentially
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Fig. 5. Simulation pipeline of the imaging simulation system. The input image is converted to the energy domain first. Then, the optical PSFs reunited in

Section 4.2 are applied to the energy domain image in a partitioning convolution manner. Finally, the degraded image is transformed into raw Bayer data

and converted to aberration images. The details of the energy domain transformation and inverted energy domain transformation are shown at the bottom.

applying the operations in the lower-right corner of Figure 5. To

be more specific, because the red, green, and blue color filters are

arranged in a Bayer pattern, such as R-G-G-B, we omit two of its

three color values according to the Bayer filter pattern of the cam-

era. After acquiring the mosaiced raw energy data, we approxi-

mate the shot and read noise together as a single heteroscedastic

Gaussian distribution and add it to each channel of the raw image

[Brooks et al. 2019]. We refer the readers to Brooks et al. [2019] for

details on synthetic noise implementation. Moreover, we sequen-

tially apply the variation in the AHD demosaic algorithm [Lian

et al. 2007], white balance, color correction matrix and the inverse

of the gamma operator to Je . The pipeline of the imaging simula-

tion system is shown in Figure 5.

In conclusion, there are two significant differences between our

proposed method and the imaging simulation methods that have

been used inZemax orCODEV . First, our method calculates the su-

perposition of every spherical wavelet, where the phase term of the

ray is considered. Therefore, the proposed method can generate

more accurate PSFs when compared with the traditional raytracing

or FFT methods. Second, we combine the sensor information and

the ISP parameters into the imaging simulation system. In this way,

our method not only simulates the imaging process from the phys-

ical process but also obtains very similar imaging results visually.

5 ABERRATIONS IMAGE RECOVERY

Due to the spatially variant properties of optical aberrations, a

spatial-adaptive recovery framework is constructed to restore the

degraded image. In this section, we first explain the network archi-

tecture and the additional input. Then we illustrate the deformable

ResBlock that changes the shapes of convolutional kernels accord-

ing to the related FOV information. Third, we introduce the con-

text block inserted in the minimum scale of our model. The input

used to train our network is the synthetic data that has been pro-

cessed using the proposed imaging simulation system. In summary,

this neural network model combines the optical parameters of spe-

cific lens designs, and has spatial adaptiveness to handle aberra-

tions varying with the FOV.

5.1 Recovery Framework

We propose a novel network for the retrieval of the latent image

L from corrupted data J . Because we generate the training data

by simulation, the input and the ground truth of our network are

pixel-to-pixel aligned. This characteristic greatly improves the sta-

bility of training. In addition, the aberrations have a high corre-

lation with the FOV, and we compute the x and y coordinates of

each pixel and concatenate the FOV image with the aberration in-

puts (as shown in Figure 6). This operation enables our network to

directly perceive the FOV information, which can be regarded as

another kind of natural prior. The proposed network is shown in

Figure 6. Specifically, we adopt a variant of the UNet architecture

[Ronneberger et al. 2015].

In regard to the loss function, the strictly paired data for super-

vised training allow us to use fidelity loss to learn robust texture

details, thereby preventing fake information in the recovered im-

age L. Specifically, the fidelity loss function is

L(θ ) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

�
�
�
Net

(
Iab
n

)
− Iдt

n
�
�
�

2

2
, (12)

where θ denotes the learned parameters in the network, Iab
n are

the aberration inputs, and I
дt
n are the corresponding ground truths

of Iab
n . We note that many loss functions (such as perceptual loss

[Johnson et al. 2016] or GAN loss [Ledig et al. 2017]) will gen-

erate sharper visual results on natural images. These loss func-

tions also introduce fake texture to the restorations and are not

good at suppressing noise. Because the noise level of mobilephone

varies greatly while illumination and color temperature are chang-

ing. Therefore, we adopt the MSELoss, which is robust to different

noise levels.

5.2 Deformable ResBlock

When the field of view increases, the higher-order aberration

coefficient deviates from that computed by the Gaussian parax-

ial model. The different sizes and shapes of off-axis PSFs are

caused by these deviations. However, the traditional convolution
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Fig. 6. The proposed neural network architecture. The UNet-based network architecture is shown on the top and the layer configurations of encoder/de-

coder stages are illustrated with different colored blocks (bottom left). The deformable ResBlock and the context block are detailed in the bottom-right

corner. The number of channels for each scale is marked with each block. In particular, we choose MSELoss as the loss function when training, which

evaluates the fidelity between the predicted image and the ground truth.

operation strictly adopts the feature of fixed locations around its

center, which will introduce irrelevant features into the output and

discard the information truly related to PSFs.

The size of optical PSFs ranges from 100 pixels to 1,600 pixels

(squared), which means that our network must extract the

features based on the FOV information. Therefore, we introduce

the deformable convolution in the decorder path [Dai et al. 2017;

Zhu et al. 2019]. While different from the method in Chang et al.

[2020], we directly concatenate the input and the upsampled

offset. After the concatenation, we refine the output offset with

a convolution layer. In this way, the shape and the size of the

convolution kernel can be changed adaptively according to the

field-of-view information.

5.3 Context Block

Multiscale information is important for handling large PSFs. How-

ever, multiple downsamplings will increase the overhead of the

network and destroy image structure. Therefore, we introduce a

context block [Chang et al. 2020] into the minimum scale between

encoder and decoder, which increases the receptive field and re-

constructs multiscale information without further downsampling.

As shown in Figure 6, several dilated convolutions are used to ex-

tract features from different receptive fields, which are concate-

nated later to estimate the output.

6 DATA PREPARATION

How to acquire targeted data pairs that follow the distribution of

real scenes is the principle part of the supervised learning method.

Our proposed method does not need any shooting or registration

operation, which is a practical method for correcting the optical

Fig. 7. Illustration of data preparation In imaging simulation, (a) is the in-

put, (b) is the synthetic result, and (c) is the real image taken by the DSLR

camera. In network training, (a) is the ground truth, (b) is the input data

and (c) is the image in the test datasets.

aberrations of various commercial lenses. In this section, we illus-

trate how we generate the data pairs of our networks.

6.1 Simulate Training Data

As shown in Figure 7, the simulation result of our simulation sys-

tem and the corresponding digital image are the input and ground

truth of our network, respectively. In the partitioned convolution

operation in Figure 5, we calculate 240,000 (400 × 600) PSFs for

the customized DSLR camera lens and 120,000 (300× 400) PSFs for

HUAWEI HONOR 20. The number of calculated PSFs is decided

by the resolution of the sensor, i.e., the resolution of the sensor in

the DSLR camera is 4, 000× 6, 000, and we compute PSFs for every

10 × 10 patch. We adopt DIV2K [Martin et al. 2001], which con-

tains 800 images of 2K resolution as the digital images to generate

training data pairs.

In regard to the PSF calculation, we set the fixed object distance

z0 for each camera. The shooting distance is 1,750 mm for the DSLR

camera, and it is 600 mm for HUAWEI HONOR 20. For the DSLR
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camera, we compute 31 PSFs with wavelengths varying from 400

nm to 700 nm with a 10-nm interval. For HUAWEI HONOR 20, we

calculate 34 PSFs varying from 400 nm to 730 nm. The wave dis-

tribution of PSFs is determined by the upper limit and the bottom

limit of the sensor’s wave response. Finally, the PSFs I (h,w, λ) are

reunited by the wave response functions of the sensor and lens

shading parameters Ce ( f ov, λ).

6.2 Generate Testing Images

To evaluate the effect of our trained network, we photograph 100

images with a DSLR camera and HUAWEI HONOR 20, respec-

tively. After acquiring the raw data taken by the camera, we se-

quentially apply the steps in Figure 3(b) to obtain the sRGB image.

These sRGB photographs make up the testing datasets. We note

that the sharpen operation in classical ISP will affect optical aberra-

tion degradation, therefore, we use the self-defined postprocessing

pipeline to transform raw data into sRGB images.

6.3 Training Details

In this way, we construct the data pairs for our network. In our net-

work architecture, the channel numbers of each layer are marked

at the bottom of the corresponding blocks (as shown in Figure 6).

In terms of the hyperparameter of training, our settings are basi-

cally the same as in Chang et al. [2020]. In addition, the H ,W of

our training input is 256×256, which allows the network to receive

a large amount of spatially variant degradation.

7 ANALYSIS

In this section, we first analyze the PSF characteristics of the cus-

tomized DSLR camera lens and HUAWEI HONOR 20 (the extrinsic

parameters of optical designs are listed in the supplementary file).

Second, comprehensive experiments are conducted to prove the

accuracy of the imaging simulation system. Here, the experiments

are divided into two parts: one part validates the accuracy of the

calculated PSFs, and the other part compares the simulation re-

sults with the results generated by Zemax and the photograph

taken by the camera. Third, we perform the ablation study of our

network architecture. Finally, we compare the proposed method

with the state-of-the-art deblurring methods, and the evaluation

metrics are Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural

Similarity (SSIM).

7.1 Optical PSF Analysis

The optical PSF distributions of the customized DSLR camera lens

and HUAWEI HONOR 20 are sketched on the top of Figure 8, which

are centrally symmetric and have a high correlation with the FOV.

We note that the optical PSFs of HUAWEI HONOR 20 reveal a wide

range of spatial variation over the region, while the PSFs of the

customized DSLR camera are relatively consistent. Our network

architecture takes advantage of these characteristics. It engages

with the FOV information to perform spatial adaptive reconstruc-

tion for degraded images. It is worth mentioning that our method

directly calculates the resulting PSFs, which is different from the

optimization method of PSF estimation [Mosleh et al. 2015].

We plot the Strehl ratio [Mahajan 1982] curves and the mea-

sured patches in 0.1, 0.3, 0.7, and 0.96 FOVs of two optical designs,

Fig. 8. PSFs characteristics. The patchwise PSF distributions of the cus-

tomized DSLR camera lens and HUAWEI HONOR 20 are sketched on top.

The bottom panel shows the Strehl ratio [Mahajan 1982] curves of the

DSLR camera and HUAWEI HONOR 20. The real measurements of differ-

ent FOVs are plotted by side, where the blue boxes show the DSLR re-

sults and the orange boxes show the images taken by HUAWEI HONOR

20. These results demonstrate the spatially variant characteristics of PSFs.

see the bottom of Figure 8. The Strehl ratio can be used to evaluate

the energy diffusion in different FOVs, which has some correla-

tion to the degradation of the image. As shown in Figure 8, the

Strehl ratio turns lower from the center to the whole field, result-

ing in more blurred photography. Moreover, unlike the customized

DSLR camera lens, the shape and size of PSFs in HUAWEI HONOR

20 abruptly change in regard to the 0.9 FOV, which is common to

camera lenses. Thus, the PSF characteristics of different devices

are totally different, which means that it is significant to generate

targeted datasets for a specific lens.

7.2 Authenticity of Imaging Simulation System

To prove the accuracy of the proposed imaging simulation system,

we designed a two-pronged experiment. One prong is to verify

the accuracy of the calculated PSFs: First, we calibrate the PSFs

of the DSLR camera with the virtual pointlike source [Jemec et al.

2017]. Then, the PSFs of the same camera are estimated by the op-

timization method used in Mosleh et al. [2015] (we use the chart of

the noise pattern). Finally, we calculate the PSFs by Zemax ’s ray-

tracing. The comparison is shown in Figure 9, and we postprocess

all the PSFs by the same postprocessing operations for visualiza-

tion. When the FOV increases, the PSFs estimated by Mosleh et al.

[2015] (Figure 9(a)) are becoming more blurry and the PSNRs de-

crease greatly. We note that from the center to the edge of the im-

age, the relative illumination decreases a lot. Therefore, the edge’s

results of Mosleh et al. [2015] are not ideal, because the method has

difficulty converging when the degraded information is masked

by noise. The marginal PSFs calibrated by Jemec et al. [2017]

(Figure 9(b)) also suffer from this problem. Different form these

methods that need to shoot targets, our method directly calcu-

late the PSFs from the lens prescriptions and will not be affected

by noise. By comparing the PSNRs of the proposed method and

Zemax , we prove that our results are more accurate and more
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Fig. 9. Authenticity of PSFs. Here, we show the PSFs calculated by differ-

ent methods, which are arranged from left to right according to the cor-

responding FOV. (a) shows the PSFs optimized by the method in [Mosleh

et al. 2015] (we use the chart of the noise pattern). (b) is the PSFs calibrated

by the virtual pointlike source [Jemec et al. 2017]. (c) is the PSFs calculated

by Z emax�’s raytracing. (d) shows the results of the proposed method.

The PSNRs of these PSFs’ imaging simulation (compared to the real image)

are noted in the bottom-right corner (we use 100 × 100 checkerboard for

the PSNR calculation).

Fig. 10. Accuracy of Imaging Simulation. In the first row, we show the ab-

lation study of the imaging simulation system. In the second row we com-

pare our result with the image generated by Z emax and the data taken

by the DSLR camera.

similiar to the real image. Moreover, these results also validate the

necessity of the coherent superposition.

Another method for verifying the authenticity of our method

is to compare the simulation results. We shoot the checkerboard

chart with the corresponding camera and simulate the imaging

results with Zemax , where the parameters used are the same as

those in our simulation. Moreover, we also perform an ablation

study on the proposed imaging simulation system. The visual com-

parison of the results is shown in Figure 10. Obviously, the imag-

ing results of our method is the closest to the real data. We note

that the image generated by Zemax has no combination of the

sensor’s spectral information and the ISP parameters, accurately.

Table 1. Quantitive Comparison of MTF Area

FOV Siml MTF Area Real MTF Area Ratio

0.0 0.25421 0.24805 1.02898

0.3 0.24284 0.24285 0.99995

0.5 0.22133 0.22122 1.00052

0.7 0.22034 0.21804 1.01055

0.9 0.21156 0.20553 1.02934

We assess the MTF area, which is the area between the MTF curve and the
cycle per pixel axis, for comparison. The ratio is the result of the simulation
MTF area divided by the real MTF area.

This might be the reason that Zemax produces inaccurate re-

sults. In addition, we compare the modulation transfer function

(MTF) [Schroeder 1981] in different FOVs, which shows the ac-

curacy of the proposed method through the whole region of the

sensor (as shown in Table 1).

In summary, we prove the authenticity of the proposed imaging

simulation system mainly from two aspects. First, we demonstrate

that our PSF calculation method is more accurate than the opti-

mization method. When compared with the calibration methods,

the proposed method is more practical and will not be affected by

noise. The comparison between Zemax and the proposed method

proves the accuracy of our method and validates the necessity of

coherent superposition. Second, we compare the simulation results

with the image ofZemax�’s simulation and the photograph of the

camera, which verifies the authenticity of the imaging simulation

system and every component is necessary.

7.3 Ablation Study

We perform the ablation study of our network architecture on the

simulation dataset of the DSLR camera lens. The results are shown

in Table 2, and the evaluation metric is PSNR.

Ablation on FOV Input. We concatenate the FOV image with

the aberrations input image. It is obvious that the FOV image helps

the network determine the spatially variant blurring and displace-

ment of optical aberrations.

Ablation on Deformable ResBlock. Without the deformable

ResBlock, the network loses the spatial adaptability to handle dif-

ferent PSFs of optical aberrations. If we replace the deformable

ResBlock with ResBlock, then the performance of our networks

significantly decreases, which indicates its effect.

Ablation on Context Block. The context block helps the

network capture larger field information while not damaging

the structure of the feature map. The comparison validates its

effectiveness.

7.4 Recovery Comparison

Because of the spatial variation over aberrant PSFs, we design a

brand new architecture to perform spatially adaptive recovery on

the degraded image. In this section, we compare our algorithm

with state-of-the-art deblurring methods.

7.4.1 Synthetic Aberrations Image. To evaluate the effective-

ness of the proposed approach, we select the IRCNN [Zhang

et al. 2017], GLRA [Ren et al. 2018], and Self-Deblur [Ren et al.

2020] as the representatives of the combination of model-based
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Table 2. Ablation Study

Field-Of-View Input � � � �
Deformable ResBlock � � � �

Context Block � � � �
PSNR 40.14 43.72 40.63 40.38 44.36 44.01 41.23 44.77

The evaluation metric PSNRs are based on the simulation datasets for customized DSLR camera lens.

Fig. 11. Spatial adaptability of the proposed network. We compare the dif-

ferent FOV restorations of IRCNN and ours. Obviously, IRCNN is not ef-

fective in dealing with the blur varying with the space.

optimization methods and discriminative learning methods.

Moreover, we choose some deep learning-based methods, such as

SRN [Tao et al. 2018], for comparisons. For a fair comparison, all

the state-of-the-art methods employ the default setting provided

by the corresponding authors. It is worth emphasizing that all

these comparison methods are retrained by the synthetic datasets

of the DSLR camera (DSLR) and HUAWEI HONOR 20 (Phone).

To prove the spatial adaptability of the proposed approach, we

compare the restoration results with other deblur methods when

evaluating synthetic data. As shown in Figure 11, even though the

Phone PSFs show a wide range of spatial variation over regions

(as shown in Figure 8), the proposed method performs spatial-

adaptive recovery on the degraded input of different FOVs. IRCNN,

which is designed for globally consistent blur, generates imperfect

recovery results at the border of the checker. Because the edge of

the FOV is much more blurred than the center of the image, the

globally consistent deblur approach will receive a compromise be-

tween the center and the edge. Table 3 shows the quantitive com-

parison. It is obvious that our network architecture outperforms

the state-of-the-art methods on synthetic data. We attribute this to

the additional FOV input and the deformable ResBlock, which en-

dow the proposed architecture with spatial adaptability. Moreover,

we retrain the state-of-the-art methods by uniformly separating

all the data into 3 × 4 patches (overlapping with each other). The

quantitive results are shown in Table 3. We note that the model-

based optimization methods make a leap in PSNR and SSIM when

data are partitioned. For DLSR datasets, the PSFs are relatively con-

sistent, so the IRCNN and Self-Deblur can achieve better quantita-

tive results for patches with relatively consistent blur. For Phone

datasets, the PSFs show a wide range of spatial variation over re-

gions, which means that higher restoration cannot be achieved by

simply partitioning the data. The smaller size of the patch might

improve the restored result, but so would the computation over-

head. In summary, our proposed architecture efficiently integrates

Table 3. Quantitive Comparison of Synthetic Aberrations Correction

Dataset Metric SRN GLRA IRCNN
Self-

Deblur
Ours

DSLR
PSNR 43.91 44.13 43.67 44.37 44.77

SSIM 0.996 0.994 0.992 0.996 0.998

Phone
PSNR 36.28 35.94 36.05 36.22 37.85

SSIM 0.980 0.978 0.975 0.978 0.986

DSLR PSNR 44.28 44.34 45.07 45.04 44.96

3 × 4 SSIM 0.997 0.995 0.997 0.999 0.998

Phone PSNR 36.98 37.34 37.65 37.72 38.15

3 × 4 SSIM 0.981 0.982 0.983 0.985 0.988

The compared methods are SRN, GLRA, IRCNN, Self-Deblur, and our proposed
network model. We assess PSNR and SSIM to complete the comparisons.

the spatial information and will not occupy many more computing

resources.

7.4.2 Real Testing Image. With the testing images taken by

the camera (detailed in Section 6.2), we evaluate the proposed

technique with state-of-the-art deblurring methods. As shown in

Figure 12, we show two patches of each test image: One patch is

near the center of the image, and the other patch is on the edge.

We note that the PSFs of the DSLR camera are relatively consis-

tent (as shown in Figure 8), so for the mainstream deblurring al-

gorithms, which are used to deal with globally consistent blur, the

restoration of the center and edge of the comparison methods are

similar. When compared with other techniques, the results of the

proposed approach in the central FOV are similar to those of other

methods. In the edge of the image, our result of the DSLR cam-

era is slightly better than those of the other methods. However,

for the situation in which the PSFs show a wide range of spatial

variation over regions, such as mobile phone cameras, the advan-

tages of our approach are evident. In Figure 12, one can see that the

proposed method is superior to all other methods for center and

edge restoration. The reconstruction effectively removes the blur-

ring caused by optical aberrations, while the spatial-adaptive net-

work architecture successfully handles the spatially variant PSFs

and preserves the texture of the original image. We note that some

results of GLRA and IRCNN are somewhat comparable to the pro-

posed method, while in general, our approach can obtain better re-

sults in different FOVs. It must be emphasized that the additional

input is useful for optical aberration correction, because the degra-

dation is highly correlated with the FOV information. Overall, we

demonstrate the spatial adaptability of our network architecture.

When compared with other methods, the proposed approach is

more effective in dealing with the PSFs of spatial variation and

therefore is suitable for optical aberration correction.
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Fig. 12. Real-shoot image restoration comparison. The first row and the second row present the test results of the DSLR camera lens. The third and the

fourth row are the results of HUAWEI HONOR 20. In the first column, we highlight the corresponding regions of aberration patches with white boxes.

8 EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT

In this section, we take a comprehensive look at the proposed ap-

proach and demonstrate its potential applications. First, we assess

how much the proposed method improves MTF, chromatismm

and line-pair resolution. Second, the restored results are compared

with the image postprocessed by HUAWEI ISP, to evaluate the im-

provement in integrating aberration correction into an ISP system.

8.1 MTF and Line-pair per Inch Enhancement

We compare the chromatism and the MTF of degraded image and

recovered image (shown in Figure 14). Though only trained with

synthetic data, the proposed method can restore perfect knife edge

and greatly improve the MTF results. Moreover, the pixel values of

the R, G, and B channels of the reconstructed image are closer to

each other, which indicates that our method successfully handles

the chromatism between different channels. The lower restored

Chromatic Aberration (CA) curve also proves that the shift be-

tween RGB channels is smaller. Moreover, the enhancement of line-

pair per inch is shown in Figure 12, where the line-pair resolution

is improved in the center of the ISO12233 chart. We note that the re-

stored MTF results approach the diffraction limit of the lens, which

is the physical limit resolution of an imaging device.

8.2 Aberrations Correction vs. HUAWEI ISP

The ultimate goal of the proposed work is to integrate the module

of aberration correction into an ISP system and to produce nearly

perfect images. In today’s handcrafted ISPs, sharpening is the core

method for alleviating the blurring caused by optical aberrations.

Unfortunately, the sharpening operation is globally consistent and

cannot solve the spatially variant blur. Therefore, it introduces un-

solved blur in the boundary of FOV and “ringing” effect in the cen-

ter of figure (as shown in Figure 2(c)). In Figure 13, we compare the

results of our proposed pipeline (as shown in Figure 3) and the im-

ages generated by HUAWEI ISP (for more results, please refer to the

supplementary materials). Obviously, our proposed method adapts

to the spatially variant degradation and the results are visually su-

perior to HUAWEI’s ISP. Together with accurate synthetic data and

the customized restoration algorithm, we demonstrate that it is

possible to handle optical aberrations in postprocessing. This also

encourages us to use a lightweight lens for high-quality imaging.

9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this article, we demonstrated that it is feasible to correct op-

tical aberrations in postprocessing systems. Based on the optical

PSF model, the imaging simulation system was developed. More-

over, with synthetic data generated in simulation, we designed the

spatial-adaptive network for effective aberration correction.

To be more specific, we constructed an imaging simulation

system based on the optical PSF model and the ISP system in

the digital camera. Although the lenses in the real world are

ever-changing, accurate imaging results can be obtained if crucial

parameters are given. In this way, we established the datasets for a

specific camera lens. Moreover, to correct the aberrations of optical

design, we proposed a spatial-adaptive CNN that combines FOV

information to handle aberrations of different sizes and shapes.

After that, trained with the simulation datasets, the learned net-

work model was used to map the real degraded images to the re-

stored results. We address spatially variant blurring and chroma-

tism by introducing FOV information, deformable ResBlock, and

context block. The proposed method achieves perfect image qual-

ity and is more effective in dealing with PSFs varying with space

when compared with state-of-the-art deblur methods. Moreover,

we successfully corrected the aberrations of the DSLR camera and

HUAWEI HONOR 20, which proves that it is a practical method for
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Fig. 13. Aberrations correction vs. HUAWEI ISP. Experimental results of the aberration correction pipeline and the HUAWEI ISP are amplified on both sides

of the image. We show different FOVs’ patches for validation.

Fig. 14. Chromatic correction and MTF enhancement. The detected edge

of the degraded image and the restored edge are plotted on the top. The

RGB chromatic aberrations, the average MTF of the real image and recon-

struction, and the diffraction limitation MTF are sequentially plotted be-

low. We also show chromatic aberration curves to evaluate the dispersion

of RGB channels.

correcting aberrations and easily transport them to other lenses.

Finally, we demonstrate that it is feasible to integrate aberration

correction with the existing ISP systems, which will bring great

positive benefits.

We find that the introduction of optical information and spa-

tial adaptive capability can result in better recovery, but today’s

devices still can’t afford the computational overhead of our post-

processing system. The dedicated NPUs and AI chips equipped on

many modern imaging devices still limited to scene classification

or postprocessing of a image with low resolution. Today’s opti-

cal design and imaging postprocessing system are divisive and we

strongly insist that the optical lens and ISP systems can be seen as

encoder and decoder, respectively. In this way, the lens-ISP joint

design is possible for modern imaging systems. Although this work

focuses on the postprocessing system of cameras, we envision

that it is practical to jointly design optical lenses and ISP systems

for aberration correction or many other tasks such as 3D visual

reconstruction.
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